Portrait Photographs George Platt Lynes 1927 1955
lynes, george platt - glbtqarchive - george platt lynes: photographs 1931-1955. pasadena, calif.: twelvetrees press, 1981. about the author ken gonzales-day is a professor of art at scripps college in claremont,
california. his art has been included in solo and group shows in los angeles, guadalajara, mexico city, and new
york. he has published george platt lynes photography opens in new york - george platt lynes, which
runs through april 7 at the steven kasher gallery in new york city, contains more than 40 vintage prints
spanning lynes’s too-brief career. the exhibition includes not only the artist’s nudes, but also examples of his
fashion, celebrity and experimental photographs. george platt lynes - university of texas at austin - the
george platt lynes collection consists of photographs, manuscript materials, and a piece of needlepoint
collected by dora maxwell harrison, lynes' assistant from 1936 to 1944. personality versus physique caa.tandfonline - george platt lynes: photographs from the kinseyinstitute is a valuable addi tion to the field
since it contains many pho tographs from the kinsey institute photog raphy archive never before exhibited or
published. the book also calls attention to the vast resource of photographs-more than seventy-fivethousand in
all-housed center for creative photography the university of arizona - george platt lynes was born april
15, 1907 in east orange, new jersey. after graduation from the berkshire school in massachusetts, he was sent
to paris to prepare for college. there he met gertrude stein, glenway wescott, monroe wheeler, and others who
had a profound influence on him. he began his career as a photographer taking portraits of george platt
lynes - howard greenberg - george platt lynes young modernist c. 1928 28 october – 3 december 2005 best
known for his work as a fashion and portrait photographer, george platt lynes began photographing as he
traveled throughout europe in the late 1920s. while abroad he developed puritans to pop art - picturing
early america - portrait of george washington by gilbert stuart known as ... samuel f.b. morse’s portrait of
jonas platt 1828 . george catlin “see-non-ty-a an iowa ... made paintings that looked like photographs. the
style was called “photorealism”. chuck close self portrait 1968 . volume 17 number 4: fall 2013 table of
contents - george platt lynes photograph collection at the kinsey institute george platt lynes made his living
as a new yo rk fashion and portrait photographer, but a major portion of his career was dedicated to
photographing nude men, from the early 1930s until his untimely death in 1955. through his inventive use of
light, pose, and carefully staged studio lincoln kirstein papers - the new york public library - lincoln
kirstein papers, 1913-1994rome robbins dance division, the new york public library ... holds a photographic
portrait of yow by george platt lynes, ca. 1948. biographical information about ... taken by george platt lynes
and photographs of kirstein and his mother taken at a summer resort. rare books and special collections
j.c. strauss portrait ... - scope and content: collection consists of approximately 250 studio portrait
photographs of st. louisans prominent in government, business and industry, and professions, taken by j.c.
strauss. all the portrait subjects were dead before the collection was presented to slpl. arrangement:
alphabetical restrictions: unrestricted. paul cadmus, jared french, margaret french, george platt ... - an
intimate circle presents drawings and photographs by george tooker’s close friends paul cadmus, jared french,
and margaret french, as well as by george platt lynes, who was part of their wider circle in new york city.
complementing the memorial exhibition george tooker: reality returns as a dream, the works reflect the
creative fig. 1. eric schaal, salvador dalí’s dream of ... - and-white and color photographs by horst p.
horst, george platt lynes, eric schaal, carl van vechten, and others document the architectural space as well as
the artists who created it, and the actors and models who swam and sunbathed throughout.” 12. fig.15.
george platt lynes, photograph for the . dream of venus, 1939. fig. 17. the new york public library jerome
robbins dance division - 1983), ballet: photographs by george platt lynes (twelvetrees press, 1985), and
portrait : the photographs of george platt lynes, 1927-1955 (twin palms, 1994). the photographs depict the
dancers and repertoire of ballet caravan, ballet society, ballet theatre, and later new york city ballet and
american ballet theatre, from approximately 1934 ... mapplethorpe: assault with a deadly camera - take
13 - mapplethorpe: assault with a deadly camera — take 13: portrait of the artist robert was not above
shoplifting design and content from the work of new orleans painter and photographer george dureau, with
whom we all were friends. dureau’s longtime assistant, readers make their mark: annotated books at the
new york ... - london: printed by george purslowe for samuel rand and are to be solde at his shop neere
holburne- ... lynes, george platt. portrait of mai-mai sze, 1934. reproduced from portrait: the photographs of
george platt lynes, ...
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